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Key Points:11

• Sensitivity of ocean-driven ice-shelf melt is investigated using the adjoint of an ocean12

model13

• Sensitivity of ice-shelf melt to ocean bathymetry is concentrated on isolated bathy-14

metric features, with wide areas exerting little control15

• Results could be used to prioritize locations of high-fidelity investigations of sub-16

ice shelf cavity geometry17
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Abstract18

Ocean bathymetry exerts a strong control on ice sheet-ocean interactions within Antarc-19

tic ice-shelf cavities, where it can limit the access of warm, dense water at depth to the20

underside of floating ice shelves. However, ocean bathymetry is challenging to measure21

within or close to ice-shelf cavities. It remains unclear how uncertainty in existing bathymetry22

datasets affect simulated sub-ice shelf melt rates. Here we infer linear sensitivities of ice23

shelf melt rates to bathymetric shape with grid-scale detail by means of the adjoint of24

an ocean general circulation model. Both idealised and realistic-geometry experiments25

of sub-ice shelf cavities in West Antarctica reveal that bathymetry has a strong impact26

on melt in localised regions such as topographic obstacles to flow. Moreover, response27

of melt to bathymetric perturbation is found to be non-monotonic, with deepening lead-28

ing to either increased or decreased melt depending on location. Our computational ap-29

proach provides a comprehensive way of identifying regions where refined knowledge of30

bathymetry is most impactful, and also where bathymetric errors have relatively little31

effect on modelled ice sheet-ocean interactions.32

Plain Language Summary33

The bottom of the ocean is not flat, but is a rich, complicated landscape, with vast34

underwater mountains and valleys. The deep currents which flow over this landscape in35

the southern ocean carry warm waters toward the Antarctic ice sheet, waters capable36

of driving strong melting under ice shelves – the floating extensions of the ice sheet – which37

can in turn lead to heightened loss of ice and increased sea levels. However, the way in38

which this landscape affects melting is not well understood – meaning implications for39

future ice loss under climate change are difficult to quantify. Using innovative ocean mod-40

elling tools, we investigate how patterns of this undersea landscape affect melt rates un-41

der Antarctic ice shelves. The results are non-intuitive: in some locations, a lowered sea42

bottom would lead to increased melting; while in others, a raised bottom would increase43

melt. Our model that not all landscape features are ”equal”: some can play a much larger44

role in affecting melt rates than others. As the sea bottom is very difficult to measure45

accurately, we hope that our results will inform future exploration in terms of prioritiz-46

ing locations to maximize the impact of high-quality observations.47
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1 Introduction48

The bathymetry of the ocean exerts a leading order influence on ocean circulation,49

both at global and regional scales (e.g., Roberts & Wood, 1997; D. Marshall, 1995; Hughes50

& Killworth, 1995; Gille et al., 2004). It plays a key role in regulating exchanges between51

the Antarctic continental shelf and the deep ocean (e.g., Walker et al., 2013; Thoma et52

al., 2008; Graham et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2018) and in setting circulation patterns53

on the continental shelf (e.g., Padman et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011; Arneborg et al.,54

2012; Cochran & Bell, 2012; De Rydt et al., 2014; Rosier et al., 2018; Wählin et al., 2020).55

Its role in ice sheet-ocean interactions is accentuated by the fact that a large part of the56

Antarctic ice sheet rests well below sea level (Bentley et al., 1960), with a sizable por-57

tion of its margins terminating in large floating ice shelves. These ice shelves slow the58

speed of fast-flowing ice streams through buttressing (Thomas & Bentley, 1978; Thomas,59

1979). Therefore the collapse or retreat, melting and associated thinning of ice shelves,60

while having a limited direct effect on sea level (Jenkins & Holland, 2007), can result in61

increased grounded ice loss from the continent (Shepherd et al., 2004) – a loss which may62

be amplified due to a positive feedback involving the geometry of sub-ice sheet topog-63

raphy known as the Marine Ice Sheet Instability (Schoof, 2007; Joughin et al., 2014).64

The circulation of water under ice shelves is of great importance in the Amund-65

sen and Bellingshausen Seas, West Antarctica, where intrusions of warm, salty Circum-66

polar Deep Water (CDW) from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current occur (Jacobs et al.,67

1996; Jenkins et al., 1997; Thoma et al., 2008; Arneborg et al., 2012; Jenkins et al., 2016;68

Zhang et al., 2016), promoted in part by continental shelf geometry in these regions (Pritchard69

et al., 2012). Regional atmospheric forcing and sea-ice states lead to stable stratifica-70

tion of the water column that limits mixing of this dense water with cool surface layers71

(Petty et al., 2013), allowing higher rates of ice-shelf mass loss than elsewhere in Antarc-72

tica (Jenkins, 2016). CDW-driven ice-shelf melt is not strictly limited to the Amund-73

sen and Bellingshausen Seas (Gwyther et al., 2014; Greene et al., 2017), and climate mod-74

elling suggests it could become more widespread around Antarctica under climate change75

scenarios (Hellmer et al., 2012). The ability of this warm, dense water to drive ice-shelf76

melt depends to a large extent on how it is steered or blocked by bathymetry on the con-77

tinental shelf and within the cavity.78
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Despite considerable efforts devoted to improving Antarctic-wide estimates of bed79

topography (see most recently Morlighem et al. (2020)), our knowledge of bathymetry80

in large parts of the marine margins of the ice sheet is highly uncertain. Direct obser-81

vations of the ocean seafloor near Antarctica are beset by difficulties such as remoteness82

and sea ice cover (Nitsche et al., 2007). Collecting bathymetric data under floating ice83

shelves is even less practical. Autonomous submersibles capable of measurements un-84

der floating ice shelves are only beginning to be deployed. With a ∼300 m swath, ex-85

tensive coverage of under-ice shelf bathymetry is not feasible (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2010).86

Airborne gravity sensing offers an alternative means of bathymetric measurement (e.g.,87

Tinto & Bell, 2011; Millan et al., 2017); however, gravimetric inversions are subject to88

errors related to resolution and geologic uncertainty. Seismic observations of the bed do89

not rely on lithology assumptions, but as they are generally ground-based, data-gathering90

is expensive and often limited to point estimates (e.g., Rosier et al., 2018).91

Previous studies have addressed this uncertainty in the context of a physical ocean92

model by considering idealised bathymetries (De Rydt et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2018) or93

testing different bathymetry products (Schodlok et al., 2012; Goldberg et al., 2019). To94

date, no modelling study has investigated the melt response to the full range of uncer-95

tainty in sub-ice shelf bathymetry. Here, we aim to provide a better understanding of96

this uncertainty by estimating the sensitivity of ocean-driven ice-shelf melt rates to bathymetry97

in a West Antarctic sector.98

Previously, Losch & Heimbach (2007) developed a method to calculate the sensi-99

tivity of circulation metrics (e.g., the strength of meridional overturning or zonal mass100

transport) to ocean bathymetry using the adjoint of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-101

nology general circulation model (MITgcm). In general, adjoint models generate linearized102

sensitivities of model outputs to an arbitrarily large set of input parameters (Wunsch,103

1996), providing a computationally efficient means for investigating the impacts of grid-104

scale uncertainties. To avoid tedious “by-hand” differentiation of a complex ocean gen-105

eral circulation model, Losch & Heimbach (2007) made use of algorithmic differentia-106

tion (AD) software, which has been used extensively with the MITgcm (Heimbach et al.,107

2005; Wunsch et al., 2009). However, this adjoint model involving bathymetry sensitiv-108

ities has not been extensively used since, and has not previously been applied to sub-109

ice shelf circulation.110
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In this paper, we “revive” the adjoint model infrastructure for treating bathymetry111

as an uncertain input variable, and employ this framework to investigate the impacts of112

bathymetric uncertainty on ice-shelf melt rates. Two important technical improvements113

are (i) the use of an open-source AD tool to generate the adjoint model, and (ii) improved114

treatment of the implicit free-surface solver in generating the adjoint model. These are115

summarized in Section 2, where we briefly discuss our methodology, including our ad-116

joint approach and our updates to the MITgcm code base (with further details in the117

Section 1 of the supplementary material). We apply our framework to an idealised do-118

main and analyse the resulting sensitivities (Section 3). We then carry out a study of119

the Crosson and Dotson ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea Embayment (Section 4), and120

conclude with discussion in Section 5.121

2 Methodology122

2.1 Modelling of ice-ocean interactions123

We simulate sub-ice shelf circulation with the MITgcm, an open-source general pur-124

pose finite-volume code which solves the hydrostatic primitive equations on the rotat-125

ing sphere governing ocean flow (J. Marshall et al., 1997). (The code has nonhydrostatic126

capability but it is not used in this study.) Since its inception, code “packages” repre-127

senting modularized parameterizations, numerical algorithms, and separate climate com-128

ponents have been introduced. One such package, SHELFICE (Losch, 2008), allows for129

circulation in cavities beneath ice shelves that may be many hundreds of meters deep.130

SHELFICE also calculates melt rates and the associated heat and salt fluxes at the ice-131

ocean interface based on under-ice ocean properties using a viscous sublayer parameter-132

ization (Holland & Jenkins, 1999). In this study we use the velocity-dependent form of133

the melt parameterization (Dansereau et al., 2014), unless otherwise stated. The ice-ocean134

model has successfully run the Ice Shelf Ocean Model Intercomparison Experiment (ISOMIP;135

Holland et al. (2003)), the experimental setup of which forms the basis for our first ex-136

periment.137

2.2 Discretization of bathymetry in the MITgcm138

The vertical discretization of bathymetry in MITgcm is distinct from other aspects139

of discretization in the model, and given the nature of this study it deserves mention.140
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To allow for varying bathymetry but avoid dramatic steps due to the prescribed verti-141

cal level thicknesses, a partial cell discretization is implemented (Adcroft et al., 1997),142

where bottom cells can be partially fluid-filled with fraction hf , down to a minimum spec-143

ified thickness hf,min. This means that vertical cell faces (i.e. faces normal to horizon-144

tal directions) are partially fluid-filled as well, which is important as cell faces determine145

volume and tracer transport. Due to memory requirements, bathymetry is represented146

as piecewise-constant (as opposed to piecewise-linear), meaning fluid fractions at cell faces147

are a function of depth at adjacent cell centers (see Fig. 1(a)). This choice has impli-148

cations for algorithmic differentiation of bottom sensitivity, as discussed below.149

2.3 Adjoint model150

An ocean model may be conceptualised as a mathematical function that maps an151

input vector xin onto an output vector xout. The input vector xin consists of the dis-152

cretized initial conditions for the oceanic state, as well as all inputs required to integrate153

the partial differential equations that govern the circulation of the ocean, including dis-154

cretized input fields for surface (forcing) and bottom (bathymetry) boundary conditions.155

xout consists of all prognostic model output (generally of a much higher dimension than156

that of xin), or diagnostic functions thereof, including scalar-valued metrics. It is often157

of interest to know how perturbations in xin affect xout, or how they affect quantities158

that depend on xout (sometimes referred to as “objective functions” or “quantities of in-159

terest”). An example application of an adjoint model might be investigating how Atlantic160

meridional overturning is sensitive to global patterns of precipitation (Pillar et al., 2016;161

Smith & Heimbach, 2019).162

The sensitivity vector, i.e. the gradient of the quantity of interest with respect to163

xin, could be determined by perturbing separately each element of xin and observing164

the model response (formally, inferring a directional derivative); however, such an ap-165

proach for computationally intensive models and input vectors of high dimension is im-166

practical. However, forming the adjoint of the model (or, more precisely, the adjoint of167

its Jacobian) provides an alternative means (Errico, 1997), enabling calculation of the168

sensitivity vector at a computational cost that does not depend on the dimension of xin.169

Differentiation of the ocean model can be carried out at the equation level (Sirkes170

& Tziperman, 1997), though this approach requires a separate code that must be up-171
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dated when the ocean model is modified. Another method – and the one used in this work172

– is Algorithmic Differentiation (AD), which uses a software tool to automate differen-173

tiation of the model at the discrete (code) level. In this study, two different AD tools are174

used: Transformations of Algorithms in Fortran (TAF; Giering et al. (2005)) and Ope-175

nAD (Utke et al., 2008). Both are source-to-source tools, meaning code is generated in176

the native language (as opposed to operator-overloading). Both tools have been used to177

generate the MITgcm adjoint; TAF, a commercial product, has been used more exten-178

sively with the MITgcm, while OpenAD is a more recent open-source tool.179

While AD presents great benefits in differentiating complex numerical codes and180

keeping the adjoint code in synchronization with the parent numerical code, some de-181

gree of manual intervention is generally required. In the present study changes to the182

adjoint generation were necessary to facilitate efficient computation, the foremost deal-183

ing with the way in which MITgcm evolves the ocean free surface. These and other de-184

tails are discussed in detail in Section 1 of the supplementary material (Giles et al., 2002).185

3 Idealised Experiment186

To gain insight into how bathymetry modulates the interaction between ocean cir-187

culation and ice shelf melt, we first examine sensitivity of melt to bathymetry in an ide-188

alized domain, which is a slightly modified version of the computational domain used in189

the Ice Shelf Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (ISOMIP; Holland et al. (2003)). In190

the MITgcm implementation of the standard ISOMIP setup, the ocean circulates within191

a closed rectangular domain with a flat bathymetry of 900 m depth, with an initially uni-192

form temperature of -1.9◦C. A zonally-uniform ice-shelf draft slopes meridionally from193

700 m depth to 200 m depth over about 450 km, and is constant north of this point. We194

use a resolution of 30 m in the vertical, 0.3◦ zonally, and 0.1◦ meridionally (amounting195

to ∼8.5 km zonally and ∼11 km meridionally. A full description can be found in Losch196

(2008); to enable a direct comparison with that study, we specify velocity-independent197

turbulent exchange coefficients in the melt rate parameterisation. We modify the ISOMIP198

domain by introducing a zonally-constant ridge in the bathymetry just south of the point199

of deepening of the ice shelf. The meridional expression is a half-cosine “bump” with a200

width of 2◦ latitude and a height of 200 m above the uniform seafloor (Fig. 2(a)), and201

we refer to our experiment as “ISOMIP-bump”. This bathymetry is inspired by bathy-202

metric ridges identified under a number of Antarctic ice shelves (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2010;203
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Wei et al., 2019), which are found to strongly control the transport of relatively warm204

water within ice shelf cavities (De Rydt et al., 2014; Dutrieux et al., 2014).205

Our adjoint experiment is as follows: the ISOMIP-bump model is run forward in206

time for 2 model years, and the spatial integral of the melt rate in the final time step207

is evaluated as our quantity of interest J :208

J =
∑
i

dimi, (1)209

where di and mi are the area of, and melt rate within, horizontal cell i. The adjoint model210

accumulates sensitivity of J with respect to bathymetry back in time along the 2-year211

simulation trajectory and thus depends on the state of the entire 2-year run, not just the212

final state. Thus, to mitigate impacts of equilibration, we begin the model run from a213

“spun-up” state rather than a quiescent one. The model is thus first spun-up for 3 years,214

and the resulting state forms the initial conditions for our 2-year forward and adjoint215

run.216

3.1 Results217

The melt (and accretion) rate at the final time in the adjoint experiment (Fig. 2(b))218

has a similar pattern to that of Mathiot et al. (2017) (their Fig. 2), although melt and219

accretion rates are generally smaller (with the peak accretion being about 1/3 of that220

of Mathiot et al. (2017)), and there is a “tongue” of melt rates bisecting the accretion221

region over the ridge. The barotopic circulation also differs slightly with respect to the222

standard ISOMIP experiment: rather than a broad cyclonic gyre, there is a narrow an-223

ticyclonic anomaly on the north side of the ridge (Fig. 2(b)). Barotropic flow is primar-224

ily along the ridge, crossing it primarily near the eastern and western boundaries, sim-225

ilar to what has been shown in a simplified two layer model (Zhao et al., 2018). Zonally-226

averaged temperatures (Fig. 2(a)) suggest slightly cooler waters at depth just south of227

the ridge as opposed to the northern flank. The smaller melt and accretion rates as com-228

pared to Mathiot et al. (2017) could reflect the fact that our simulation has not yet reached229

steady-state – indicating that the presence of the ridge increases the time to reach a new230

steady-state. Alternatively, the ridge may act as a potential vorticity barrier, prevent-231

ing warmer bottom waters from coming in contact with the shelf (De Rydt et al., 2014;232

Zhao et al., 2018).233
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The adjoint-derived sensitivities are shown in Fig. 3(a). In this figure, shading in-234

dicates ∂J
∂δRi

, where Ri is bottom depth at location i. Positive values indicate locations235

where raising the seafloor will increase integrated melt, and negative values indicate where236

lowering the seafloor will increase melt. There are distinct broad-scale patterns in the237

sensitivities, particularly over the ridge itself. Across much of the zonal extent of the ridge238

there is negative sensitivity (region 1 in Fig. 3(a)), indicating a lowering of the ridge would239

increase melt. Near the eastern boundary, however, there is a region with strongly pos-240

itive sensitivities (region 2). Northward of the ridge where both bathymetry and ice draft241

are constant, there is a broad dipole pattern, with positive sensitivities toward the cen-242

ter (region 3) and negative toward the east (region 4). In our investigation below we fo-243

cus on these four regions, foregoing close analysis of areas with negligible influence on244

melt (such as southward of the ridge), and areas where there is strong spatial variabil-245

ity in the sensitivity, such as the western edge of the ridge.246

In order to ensure that adjoint sensitivity patterns did not arise from issues involv-247

ing Algorithmic Differentiation, both AD tools (OpenAD and TAF) were used to gen-248

erate sensitivities. (A similar approach was taken in in Heimbach et al. (2011).) The dif-249

ferences in the sensitivities, likely arising from numerical truncation, were negligible, and250

are not shown.251

3.2 Finite-amplitude perturbations of bathymetry252

As with any adjoint-based study, it is important to verify the adjoint-derived sen-253

sitivities by perturbing the input, or control, field in the forward model, i.e. by estimat-254

ing finite-difference approximations to the gradients that the adjoint model calculates.255

In the MITgcm this type of “gradient check” is more challenging when dealing with model256

bathymetry than with other control variables, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b): finite per-257

turbations of bathymetry can change grid structure, for example by adding new cells to,258

or removing cells from, the domain. Neither operation is differentiable, and hence lin-259

earized sensitivities may not reflect model responses to perturbed bathymetry. Addition-260

ally, bathymetric perturbations may not be as anticipated, as thicknesses of cells will be261

adjusted by the model initialization to ensure no partial cell is thinner than hf,min.262

These challenges aside, we implement finite perturbations to bathymetry in order263

to test the results from the adjoint model, but our experiment design is intended to min-264
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imize the above complications. Rather than perturb values in individual cells, we apply265

perturbation patterns. We carry out experiments with four separate perturbation pat-266

terns, naturally selected in regions of high sensitivity, where bathymetric perturbations267

exhibit the greatest control on melt-rates, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The patterns have a268

Gaussian profile:269

δR(φ, λ) = δR0 exp

(
− (φ− φ0)2

L2
φ

− (λ− λ0)2

L2
λ

)
(2)270

where φ and λ are latitude and longitude. φ0, λ0, Lφ and Lλ vary with experiment but271

the location and radii of the perturbations can be seen from Fig. 4 for each region. Dif-272

ferent values of δR0 are considered as described below.273

For a given depth perturbation δR, the linear response to J predicted by the ad-274

joint is275

δJ =
∑
i

δ Ji =
∑
i

(δRi)(δ
∗Ri), (3)276

where δRi is the finite perturbation to bathymetry in ocean column i and δ∗Ri = ∂J
∂Ri

277

is the bathymetric sensitivity in i as calculated by the adjoint. If the adjoint model is278

accurate, Eqn. (3) should be fairly accurate for small values of δRi. This is the case for279

δR0 = 0.1 m (Fig. 3(b)). Positive and negative perturbations are considered in regions280

1 and 2; in regions 3 and 4 only positive perturbations are examined as negative pertur-281

bations would lower bathymetry beyond the extent of the computational grid. For larger282

perturbations (δR0 = 10 m), linear sensitivities give fairly accurate predictions in re-283

gions 2, 3 and 4; in region 1 (the center of the ridge), the linear approximation under-284

estimates the response. Closer inspection reveals that, when bathymetry is perturbed285

in the center of the ridge, a number of fluid-containing cells become empty. Similarly,286

when regions 1 and 2 are negatively perturbed with δR0 = 10 m, an even larger num-287

ber of previously empty cells become fluid-filled. These non-differentiable changes could288

explain the underestimates.289

Examining the perturbed melt rates and circulation provides further insight into290

the sensitivity patterns produced by the adjoint model. Bathymetric rises in regions 3291

and 4 affect melt rates predominantly to the north (i.e. oceanward) of the bathymetric292

ridge (Fig. 4(c,d)). Examination of the perturbed barotropic circulation (Fig. S2(c,d)293

of the supplementary material) shows that in both cases, an anticyclonic region devel-294

ops to the west of the rise, and a cyclonic region to the east. The pattern is reminiscent295

of the interaction between a jet and a topographic rise (Huppert & Bryan, 1976; Hol-296
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land et al., 2003), with the broad cyclonic cell in this region (Fig. 2(b)) generating the297

background flow. As this cell transports water away from the cold outflow from the cav-298

ity before it circulates back toward the ridge, it is likely that perturbations which strength-299

en/oppose this circulation will increase/decrease melt – although as Figs. 4(c,d) indi-300

cate, this effect does not penetrate beyond the ridge.301

For perturbations to the ridge itself (regions 1 and 2), there is a more complex melt302

response, the effects of which are felt more strongly to the south of the ridge (Fig. 4(a,b)).303

In terms of the circulation, there is a similar response to the barotropic stream function304

as with regions 3 and 4, although complicated by the varying background topography.305

In the case of a raised bump on the eastern ridge (region 2), the leading effect on the cir-306

culation is a southward shift of the warm jet travelling eastward along the ridge (Sup-307

plemental Fig. S2(b)). There is decreased melt in the southeast of the ice shelf, but this308

is offset by stronger melt above the ridge and decreased accretion in the western outflow309

(Fig. 4(b)). A rise in the center of the ridge has the opposite effect, decreasing melt over310

the ridge 4(a)).311

While these results are highly idealized, they are nonetheless instructive regard-312

ing bathymetric influence on melt in ice-shelf cavities with topographic obstacles: (1)313

bathymetry in areas “protected” by the obstacle play a relatively small role in control-314

ling melt; (2) the height of the obstacle has a strong influence on melt, but the direc-315

tion, or sign, of the influence may depend on the location along the ridge and related to316

the background flow that is set up by the geometry; and (3) bathymetry oceanward of317

the obstacle can influence melt as well, by controlling the circulation that brings warm318

water toward the ice-shelf cavity. These insights inform the interpretation of sensitiv-319

ities in simulations with realistic bathymetry.320

The perturbation experiments offer a further lesson: an adjoint indicates linear sen-321

sitivities of a scalar objective function, such as integrated melt rates – but it does not322

indicate how the pattern of melt will change in response to inputs. If melt in a certain323

location, or changes of a specific pattern, are of interest, a different objective function324

should be considered.325
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4 Realistic experiment: Dotson and Crosson ice shelves326

The Dotson and Crosson Ice Shelves are relatively small but strongly thermally-327

forced ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea Embayment of West Antarctica (Fig. 5(a)). Re-328

cently, these ice shelves, as well as the ice streams that flow into them, have been the329

subject of focused glaciological and oceanographic study (e.g., Randall-Goodwin et al.,330

2015; Goldberg et al., 2015; Miles et al., 2016; Gourmelen et al., 2017; Jenkins et al., 2018;331

Lilien et al., 2018). Moreover, ice-ocean interactions under these ice shelves have signif-332

icance for biological productivity in the Southern Ocean: levels of carbon sequestration333

in the highly productive Amundsen Polynya are thought to be connected strongly to ice-334

shelf melt volume (Gerringa et al., 2012; Yager et al., 2012). A recent modelling study335

by Goldberg et al. (2019) showed that the choice of bathymetric product has a signif-336

icant influence on the melt rates modelled for these ice shelves. Therefore, it is an ideal337

region in which to examine the sensitivity of melt to bathymetry.338

4.1 Model configuration339

Our ocean model configuration is based on that of Goldberg et al. (2019). We use340

the MITgcm with the SHELFICE package and with ice-shelf draft and bathymetry based341

on Millan et al. (2017). At ocean-facing boundaries we impose conditions on tempera-342

ture, salinity and velocity from a regional simulation by Kimura et al. (2017). However,343

there are important differences with the configuration of Goldberg et al. (2019), which344

are largely influenced by practical considerations concerning the performance of the OpenAD-345

generated adjoint. Adjoint models generally require more computing time than the for-346

ward models from which they derive, requiring in some cases recomputation to avoid in-347

tractable memory requirements (Griewank & Walther, 2008). The 4-year simulations con-348

ducted by Goldberg et al. (2019) ran for approximately 32 hours on 48 cores on the Re-349

search Councils UK (RCUK) ARCHER supercomputer (discounting queueing times in350

between batches), meaning an adjoint experiment might require up to several weeks’ wall-351

clock execution time leading to large delays in our investigations and potentially irre-352

sponsible energy usage. (This scaling is based on the timings of experiments in this study353

and not a rigorous analysis of OpenAD performance.) Thus, modifications were made354

to reduce computational expense and facilitate adjoint computation.355
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A 2-km grid was used as opposed to a 1-km grid, and the time step increased from356

150 to 300 seconds. Additionally, a larger horizontal eddy viscosity, νH = 120 m2s−1,357

was imposed, for the following reason. The ocean adjoint model is a distinct numerical358

code – related to the forward ocean model but with its own stability constraints, aris-359

ing in part from the chosen quantity of interest, which informs the boundary and ini-360

tial conditions of the adjoint model. It is often the case that the adjoint of a nonlinear361

forward model produces sensitivity patterns with sharp spatial gradients, which grow in362

amplitude over time because the model lacks the nonlinear feedbacks to damp them, re-363

sulting in numerical instabilities. Hoteit et al. (2005) showed that a stabilization of the364

adjoint may be achieved with a larger value of νh for the adjoint model, while retain-365

ing a smaller eddy viscosity in the forward model, but such a capability for the OpenAD-366

MITgcm adjoint is not yet available. We point out that our chosen value for νh is smaller367

than that used in the ice-ocean interaction study of Dansereau et al. (2014), which also368

used the SHELFICE package of MITgcm.369

Additionally the open boundary conditions of our computational domain, which370

represent interactions with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (i.e. the ocean-facing bound-371

ary conditions), were made time-constant rather than time-varying as in Goldberg et al.372

(2019). As discussed in Section 4.3, this better enables the assessment of the timescale373

of adjustment to boundary conditions. Velocity, temperature and salt conditions from374

Kimura et al. (2017) were averaged over 2011 (the highest-melt year in the the Goldberg375

et al. (2019) study), allowing for a shorter experiment.376

Finally, the Millan et al. (2017) bathymetry was adjusted over a region of approx-377

imately 90 km2 close to the junction between Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves, where the378

Kohler range extends into the ice-shelf cavity (Fig. 5(a)). In this area, the Millan bathymetry379

suggests a significant ridge with a peak less than 300 m below sea level. Without mod-380

ification, this ridge would lead to very thin ocean columns in our model, effectively lim-381

iting ocean transport to the narrow region between the ridge and Bear Peninsula. How-382

ever, observed melt rate patterns (Gourmelen et al., 2017; Goldberg et al., 2019) show383

high melt rates in this location, suggesting a more extensive connection between the ice384

shelves than the bathymetry product would allow. Furthermore, recent glider and float385

observations in this region (which are not incorporated into the version of BedMachine386

used in this study) show that this ridge may be lower than suggested by the gravime-387

try (Dutrieux et al., 2020). We adjust bathymetry in this region to a maximum of 500 m388
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depth. Our modification of this bathymetry in this region allows a wider area for ocean389

flow while still maintaining a ridge at the Dotson-Crosson junction. While our modifi-390

cation is not observationally grounded, our adjoint computation (described below) gives391

an indication of the impact of this modification. If circulation in this region were neg-392

ligible, such assessment might not be possible.393

Our adjoint experiment largely mirrors that of the ISOMIP-bump experiment. Prior394

to the adjoint run, the Dotson-Crosson model is spun up for 3 years, over the last year395

of which total melt varies by less than 1%. Beginning with this spun-up state, the ad-396

joint model is run for 1 year, and the sensitivity of the objective function J – the spa-397

tial integral of melt – with respect to bathymetry is computed. The realistic experiment398

was carried out only with the OpenAD-generated adjoint model. Even with the afore-399

mentioned adjustments to shorten the required wallclock time of the run, an additional400

modification to OpenAD was required to circumvent limits on wallclock time on HPC401

systems. This technical modification is referred to as resilient adjoints and is described402

in Section 2 of the supplementary material (Aupy et al., 2014; Griewank & Walther, 2000).403

4.2 Results404

Relevant aspects of the forward model are depicted in Fig. 5. Despite the lower res-405

olution and higher viscosity compared to the configuration used by Goldberg et al. (2019),406

the melt rate patterns are similar. Broadly consistent with observation-based inferences407

(Randall-Goodwin et al., 2015), there is a strong outflow at the western margin of Dot-408

son Ice Shelf – though in our model outflow is less confined to the margin, potentially409

due to high viscosities or horizontal resolution. The total melt rate is approximately 81.5410

Gt/yr (Fig. 6(b)), similar to that found by Randall-Goodwin et al. (2015) for Dotson411

ice shelf alone in January 2011. Melt rates in the simulation domain are insensitive to412

bathymetry under much of the Dotson Ice Shelf (Fig. 6(a)), with the exception of the413

junction with Crosson Ice Shelf and over the small ridge at the entrance of the ice shelf414

(the “outer ridge” labelled in Fig. 6(a)).415

The sensitivity pattern over the outer ridge bears similarities to the idealized ISOMIP-416

bump experiment – with negative sensitivities in the centre of the ridge, indicating a low-417

ering would increase melt, and positive sensitivities at the margins. In the junction be-418

tween Crosson and Dotson ice shelves, there is a somewhat similar pattern, with neg-419
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ative sensitivities along the crest of the ridge (the “inner ridge” indicated in Fig. 6) and420

positive sensitivities closer to Bear Peninsula where the bed is slightly deeper. However,421

this pattern should be regarded with caution due to the modifications made to the bathymetry422

(Section 4.1, Fig. 5(a)).423

The most coherent pattern of sensitivity oceanward of Dotson is in the eastern side424

of the trough entering the cavity (Fig. 6). The negative sensitivities downslope and pos-425

itive sensitivities upslope imply that a steepening of the trough margin would amplify426

the geostrophically driven flow of warm water to the ice shelf, and thus increase melt-427

ing. This result is corroborated by recent observational and experimental work which428

highlights the critical role of topography in steering heat to Antarctic ice shelves (Wählin429

et al., 2020).430

Under Crosson Ice Shelf, there are fairly weak but extensive positive sensitivities,431

indicating raising of the bed would increase melt, which at first seems counter-intuitive.432

This could arise because the cavity column depth is relatively small (on average, the col-433

umn depth under Crosson is ∼150 m less than under Dotson), meaning a shallower col-434

umn would bring inflowing CDW closer to the ice shelf. Oceanward of Crosson, there435

are coherent areas of negative sensitivity, correlating with localized bathymetric highs,436

indicating that lowering in these regions would increase melt. However, this is not a con-437

sistent pattern, as there is a region along the front with positive sensitivities, indicat-438

ing that in this shallow-bedded region, raising the bed would actually increase melt rates.439

4.3 Equilibration of adjoint sensitivities440

Although the adjoint model represents a differentiation of all physical processes,441

this does not guarantee that the adjoint run should capture the dominant linear adjust-442

ments associated with bathymetric influence of melt. This is because these adjustments443

operate over an intrinsic time scale (e.g. Heimbach & Losch, 2012), and it is difficult to444

know a priori if the adjoint run encompasses this scale.445

The nature of our adjoint run allows us to evaluate whether this adjustment is cap-446

tured a posteriori. The bathymetry field in the ocean model ultimately affects the model447

through the partial cell factors hf (cf. Section 2.2), and related factors hwf and hsf , the448

fluid-filled portion of cell faces at the southern and western sides of bottom cells. This449

dependency among the cell factors is set in the initialization of the model. Thus, if the450
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adjoint sensitivity fields corresponding to these variables are relatively steady as the ad-451

joint model steps backward in time, then bathymetric sensitivities are converged : they452

would not change significantly with a longer run. In physical terms, this would imply453

that the length of the simulation is on the order of the time scale of adjustment to per-454

turbations or greater.455

Fig. 6(b) shows the Euclidean norm of the δ∗hf field, the adjoint sensitivity of hf ,456

as the adjoint model evolves, which it does backward in time (from month 12 to 0). Sim-457

ilar time series are shown for adjoint fields corresponding to the hwf and hsf fields. δ∗hwf458

and δ∗hsf norms have roughly steadied by the end of the adjoint run (month 0), while459

δ∗hf is steadily growing. However, δ∗hf only makes a small contribution to bathymet-460

ric sensitivity over this time period. Since the vertical faces hwf and hsf determine hor-461

izontal transport in the bottom cells, these results suggest the immediate effect of chang-462

ing bathymetry is on transport, with a timescale of about a year for the present model.463

However, partial cell volume, which affects, among other things, the heat content at depth,464

might have strong impacts on melt rate over much longer time scales, not considered here.465

We point out that our ability to evaluate adjoint equilibration in this manner is466

due to our use of time-invariant controls. In adjoint experiments involving time-varying467

controls, such as wind forcing or time-evolving boundary conditions (e.g., Heimbach &468

Losch, 2012), the adjoint sensitivity would not be expected to asymptotically approach469

a “steady state” in reverse-time.470

4.4 Impact of bathymetry product uncertainty471

As demonstrated in Goldberg et al. (2019), one application of adjoint sensitivities472

is in estimating the impact of an alternative data product on the quantity of interest.473

Recently, a new bathymetric product for Antarctica became available, BedMachine (Morlighem474

et al., 2020), which differs from that of Millan et al. (2017). In particular, there are large475

differences within the ice shelf cavities, especially for Dotson (Fig. 7(a)), as the bathymetry476

of Millan was later updated by using the methodology described in An et al. (2019), which477

makes use of independent measurements of bathymetry to estimate airborne gravity in-478

version errors arising from density variations.479

In a similar fashion to the idealized finite perturbation experiments in section 3.2,480

we estimate the impact of using the BedMachine product rather than the Millan prod-481
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uct by inputting their difference into Eqn. (3). This formula results in an estimated 10482

Gt/yr increase in Dotson and Crosson melt-rates resulting purely from the differences483

in these two products. It is informative to examine which areas of the ice-shelf cavities484

actually contribute to this increase. This can be seen from Fig. 7(b), which shows485

δ Ji = (δRi)(δ
∗Ri) (4)486

i.e. the summand of Eqn. (3), for this combination of bathymetric perturbation and ad-487

joint sensitivity. Despite the extensive differences in bathymetry under Dotson between488

the products, there are only a few regions where this difference matters, which are elu-489

cidated by the sensitivity pattern in Fig. 6. Most prominently, the representation of the490

ridge near the front of Dotson, which is far less pronounced in the BedMachine product,491

accounts for 4.3 Gt/yr difference in melt-rates (Fig. 7(b)).492

Of course, this estimate is only a first order approximation as it assumes that this493

linear term dominates any higher order (i.e. nonlinear) effects. As in Section 3.2, we com-494

pare the perturbation in melt to that predicted by the adjoint-based analysis with the495

response of the full nonlinear model. To this end we run a forward experiment using Bed-496

Machine data interpolated to our grid. As the BedMachine data set is in certain loca-497

tions deeper than our baseline bathymetry by hundreds of meters, there are additional498

fluid-filled cells whose properties must be initialised. We assign these cells the initial tem-499

perature and salinity of the bottom fluid-filled cell in our baseline simulation.500

The resulting melt rate forced by BedMachine bathymetry is 71 Gt/yr, which is501

10 Gt/yr less than the baseline simulation – the opposite of that predicted by the adjoint-502

based analysis. It should be kept in mind that this response is a composite of responses503

to a number of large-scale features, such as the lowering of the outer ridge under Dot-504

son ice shelf (Fig. 7(a)). We conduct one additional forward perturbation experiment,505

in which we replace Millan data with BedMachine data, only within the region indicated506

in Fig. 7(b), i.e. the outer Dotson ridge. The response is an increase in 3.3 Gt/yr, which507

compares more favorably with the 4.3 Gt/yr predicted by the adjoint analysis.508

Our results suggest that our adjoint approach is not likely to reflect the melt re-509

sponse to bathymetric uncertainty at the regional scale. This is not a complete surprise510

as the adjoint model provides sensitivities linearized about a reference state – in our case,511

the ocean state given the Millan bathymetry – and changes across the entire model do-512

main of O(100m) are not likely to be captured within a linear regime. On the other hand,513
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we find it encouraging that our model reasonably predicts the response to somewhat more514

localized perturbations, such as the lowering of the outer ridge under Dotson as shown515

here. Moreover, we posit that the adjoint model can be a useful tool for identifying these516

important features, so that the underlying causal drivers can be readily explored in a tar-517

geted effort.518

4.5 Sensitivity of grounded ice loss to ocean bathymetry519

Understanding the impact of ocean bathymetry on sub-ice shelf melt rates is im-520

portant due to the impact of melting on the loss of buttressing and grounded ice volume521

(i.e. the volume of ice that can contribute to sea level, Bamber et al. (2018)). The ex-522

periments above focus on melt rate as a target quantity of interest, rather than grounded523

ice volume. To comprehensively estimate sensitivity of grounded ice volume to ocean and524

sub-ice sheet bathymetric uncertainty would require the adjoint to a fully coupled ice525

sheet-ocean model, which does not presently exist.526

Nevertheless, with our current framework we can begin to explore pathways of sen-527

sitivity from ocean model inputs to ice-sheet state-related quantities of interest. In math-528

ematical terms, we seek the total sensitivity of ice sheet volume (as our quantity of in-529

terest) to bathymetry, that is, ∂V
∂Ri

where V is grounded ice volume and R is bathymetry530

in location i. We emphasize that this quantity is distinct from sensitivity of grounded531

volume to under-ice bathymetry, which directly controls ice flow and dynamic thinning;532

rather, the pathway of influence considered here is through control on melt rates, which533

in turn impact ice-shelf buttressing (see illustration in Fig. 8(a)). Thus, for ocean bathy-534

metric grid points, Ri, we may write:535

∂V

∂Ri
=
∑
k

∂V

∂mk

∂mk

∂Ri
. (5)536

where mk is ocean melt rate in cell k and ∂V
∂mk

is the ice-sheet model derivative of grounded537

volume with respect to melt in cell k. While calculating sensitivity of grounded ice vol-538

ume to melt is beyond the scope of an ocean model, an ice-sheet model framework to539

do this does exist (e.g., Goldberg & Heimbach, 2013). If these sensitivities can be found,540

then a new quantity of interest for the ocean model can be defined:541

Jgv = (∇mV )
T

m ≡
∑
k

(
∂V

∂mk

)
mk, (6)542

Note that if the first term in the inner product is external to the ocean model, then the543

gradient of Jgv with respect to Ri, ocean bathymetry in location i, is equivalent to the544
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expression on the right hand side of Eqn. (5). A different way of seeing this is that the545

product “projects” patterns of ice sheet volume sensitivities to melt rates onto melt rate546

sensitivities to ocean bottom topography.547

In Goldberg et al. (2019), an ice-sheet adjoint model was used to find the sensitiv-548

ity of grounded volume of Smith Glacier, the glacier that feeds Dotson and Crosson Ice549

Shelves, to ice-shelf melt rates (Fig. 8(b)). These ice-melt sensitivities are used to con-550

struct the quantity of interest Jgv and sensitivities with respect to ocean bathymetry are551

found. This result is shown in Fig. 8(c). The most striking feature of this result is the552

similarity of the pattern to that of Fig. 6, the sensitivity of melt to bathymetry (R2 of553

0.93; see also Fig. 8(d)). Comparing Eqns. (1) and (6), the quantities of interest effec-554

tively differ only in a weighting of melt rate by grounded ice volume sensitivities. Thus555

the similarity in Figs. 8(c) and 6 suggests that only total, or spatially integrated, melt556

can be strongly affected by bathymetry; whereas melt rate patterns are controlled by other557

factors such as ice-shelf geometry (Goldberg et al., 2019).558

We point out this sequence of adjoint sensitivity calculations, in which ice-sheet559

sensitivity is passed to an ocean model adjoint, which is in turn used to find ocean sen-560

sitivity, is a simplified representation of a coupled adjoint ice-ocean model. In a prop-561

erly coupled model, the ocean provides melt rates to the ice sheet, while the ice sheet562

provides ice-shelf drafts to the ocean model, with these fields being continually updated.563

Ideally, in a coupled adjoint model melt sensitivities would be passed to the ocean ad-564

joint model and ice-draft sensitivities to the ice adjoint model with the same frequency.565

(In our study, ice-draft sensitivities were not calculated, but our framework could be eas-566

ily modified to do so.) Moreover, if the ocean and ice models are not on the same grid567

(as is the case with our ocean model and the ice-sheet model used by Goldberg et al. (2019)),568

a coupled model would interpolate the melt rates to the ice-sheet grid. Strictly, the term569

(∇mV )
T

in the definition of Jgv should be right-multiplied by the adjoint of this inter-570

polation operator. This was not done in our calculation, rather the ice-sheet adjoint sen-571

sitivity was interpolated to the ocean grid directly. Still, our results present a useful pre-572

liminary assessment of the controls of ocean bathymetry on ice-sheet volume, and can573

potentially inform more comprehensive assessments using coupled ice sheet-ocean mod-574

els.575
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5 Discussion and Conclusions576

In this study we have applied an algorithmic differentiation (AD) framework to an577

ocean general circulation model in order to determine the sensitivity of ice-shelf melt rates578

to ocean bathymetry. A similar framework of inferring bottom topography sensitivities579

has been applied before (Losch & Heimbach, 2007), in a coarse-resolution global-scale580

model. Here, we extend this computational framework to a regional domain that includes581

circulation in sub-ice shelf cavities in order to assess the impact of uncertainty in bathymetry,582

a quantity which cannot be measured under ice-shelves by ship-based methods, on melt583

rates. Additionally, we have made technical improvements by avoiding the differentia-584

tion by the AD tool of the Poisson solver for the implicit free surface and facilitating the585

use of the tool in high performance computing environments (see supplementary mate-586

rials, sections 1 and 2). We have done so using an open-source AD tool.587

Results from both the idealized and realistic simulations show how bathymetry near588

and underneath ice-shelves modulate melt-rates. Ocean-ward of an ice shelf, troughs lead-589

ing to the ice front act as a guide for incoming warm ocean waters. Specifically, we show590

that steepening the trough in front of the Dotson ice shelf would increase melting as a591

result of increasing the geostrophic inflow. These results provide a complementary per-592

spective to the observations and experimental results shown in Wählin et al. (2020).593

Underneath ice shelves, it is well known that ridges or sills hinder the inflow of warm,594

dense waters into cavities (Dutrieux et al., 2014; De Rydt et al., 2014; Slater et al., 2019;595

Zhao et al., 2018). However, the spatial details of how these obstacles impact ice shelf596

melting are in some instances counter-intuitive. For example, the sensitivities in our ide-597

alised ISOMIP-bump experiment identified locations where raising the level of a sub-598

ice-shelf ridge led to increased melt. These results were proven to be robust in forward599

experiments, and they were mirrored in our Dotson-Crosson regional simulation. Thus,600

while bathymetric obstacles do play a strong role, they do not simply serve as a “dam”601

to hold back dense warm waters; rather, an obstacle’s impact on melt must be assessed602

in the context of the broader ocean circulation and topographic steering of that circu-603

lation.604

When calculating sensitivities to bathymetry, the MITgcm adjoint is subject to non-605

linearities and non-differentiable operators, and may over- or under-estimate response606

to some perturbations (cf. Fig. 3(b)), particularly in response to large perturbations (Sec-607
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tion 4.4). More work is needed to determine under what conditions and scales the pre-608

dicted melt response to bathymetric perturbations is valid. Nevertheless, our idealized609

experiments suggest the adjoint is able to identify locations and regions where topog-610

raphy “matters”. Losch & Heimbach (2007) reach a similar conclusion with their study.611

They attribute this to low model resolution, though based on our idealised experiments612

this limitation might apply to high-resolution studies as well.613

Regardless, such experiments provide utility to observations of sub-shelf bathymetry614

which seek to aid modelling of ice-ocean interactions. High-resolution studies of ice-shelf615

bathymetry (for instance, through gravity analysis and seismic inversion) are possible,616

but are very limited in scope. As our understanding of sub-shelf bathymetry evolves, our617

adjoint-based method could be adapted to identify candidate locations where high res-618

olution observational campaigns can be most impactful – for instance, by assessing the619

potential information gain in important quantities of interest, as in Loose et al. (2020).620

Additionally, patterns of spatial variability in sensitivity (such as that seen on the flank621

of Dotson trough) could inform requirements for airborne gravity surveys (in terms of622

aircraft speed and altitude) to ensure such variability is captured.623

A major use of the MITgcm adjoint model is for improved assimilation of oceano-624

graphic data (e.g., Wunsch & Heimbach, 2007; Wunsch et al., 2009). However, it is un-625

likely that an adjoint ocean model can be used to estimate sub-ice shelf bathymetry by626

assimilating spatial observations of melt rates, for two reasons. Firstly, as demonstrated627

in our idealised and realistic experiments, there are extensive regions under ice shelves628

where melt rates are not sensitive to bathymetry. Thus two very different bathymetry629

products (such as the Millan and BedMachine datasets) could give very similar melt rates.630

Secondly, sub-shelf circulation seems to “filter” the effects on melt rate, such that while631

bathymetry has a strong impact on total melt, its effect on melt rate patterns may be632

weaker – effectively limiting the information contained in spatially resolved melt patterns633

(Gourmelen et al., 2017). It may be possible, nevertheless, to “fine tune” our knowledge634

of bathymetry in regions that are known to strongly impact melt rates.635

Our study was spatially limited in that only Crosson and Dotson ice shelves were636

modelled – but it was also temporally limited, with time-invariant conditions represent-637

ing far-field heat content and thermocline depths. In reality, the depth of CDW on the638

Amundsen shelf and elsewhere in Antarctica varies both seasonally and interannually639
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(e.g., Thoma et al., 2008; Jenkins et al., 2016; Webber et al., 2017), and it is possible that640

this variability could impact sensitivity of melt to bathymetry. Furthermore, our choice641

of resolution and horizontal viscosity may have precluded resolution of turbulent eddies642

which interact with bathymetry, affecting transport of heat to the ice-ocean interface.643

Therefore, the results in Section 4 should be viewed as a preliminary exploration of bathy-644

metric sensitivity of ice-shelf melt for Antarctic ice shelves. Our methodology must be645

applied to simulations of ice-ocean interactions that are longer-term, more spatially ex-646

tensive, and validated against observations of ice-shelf melt (Rignot et al., 2013; Gourme-647

len et al., 2017; Jenkins et al., 2018) in order that the impacts of ocean bathymetry upon648

ice-shelf melt can be fully evaluated.649

The full potential of this work may be realised in fully coupled forward and adjoint650

ocean-ice sheet calculations on decadal to century scales, in which ice sheet volume sen-651

sitivities to ocean bathymetric uncertainties may be more comprehensively studied. To652

do so will require tackling computational challenges along two main fronts. The first is653

in terms of efficient, property-conserving strategies allowing century-scale coupled ice-654

ocean simulations at resolutions that resolve important oceanographic phenomena, us-655

ing codes that are adjoinable. Some progress has already been made in this area through656

decadal-scale synchronous coupling of the MITgcm ocean and land ice models (Jordan657

et al., 2017; Goldberg et al., 2018), both of which have been differentiated by both TAF658

and OpenAD.659

The second front is in terms of the efficiency of the adjoint model relative to the660

forward model. Adjoint models are extremely efficient in terms of sensitivity analyses,661

providing ability to estimate sensitivity to tens or hundreds of thousands of input pa-662

rameters simultaneously. However, model nonlinearities require that intermediate vari-663

ables be stored or recomputed because of the time-reversed adjont integration. As a re-664

sult the adjoint run time is generally a multiple of the forward model. Certain AD tools665

such as TAF have achieved multiples on the order of 3 to 6 – but this performance is a666

result of extensive performance optimization of these tools in relation to the application667

code, and this multiple can vary by an order of magnitude among any AD tool which668

has not been similarly optimized, such as OpenAD. Therefore achieving performance in669

the open-source domain that would make large-scale adjoint studies of coupled ice-ocean670

dynamics feasible requires further close collaboration between domain scientists and de-671

velopers of AD software.672
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic (adapted from http://mitgcm.org/) of the representation of bot-

tom topography in MITgcm. The white regions within cells contain fluid. In column 1, all cells

are fluid-filled and the bathymetry is Rmin. The bottom cells of Columns 3 and 4 are non-fluid-

containing, and in these columns the bottom elevation is Rmin + ∆z. In Column 2, the bottom

cell is a partial cell, and bathymetry is Rmin + (1 − hf )∆z. The interface between the bottom

cells of Column 1 and Column 2 has height hf∆z, and there is no interface between the bottom

cell of Column 2 with any cell in Column 3. (b) A perturbation to bathymetry is made, indicated

by gray shading in to bottom cell of Column 4. Depending on the size of the perturbation, ocean

model initialisation may lower bathymetry further so that the liquid-containing portion of the

bottom cell is hf,min∆z; or it may restore bathymetry to that of (a).
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Figure 2. (left) Zonally averaged temperature (shading) and overturning stream function

(contours, spacing 0.01 Sv) in the modified ISOMIP experiment. The profile of the “ridge” is

apparent between -78◦ and -76◦ Latitude. (right) Melt rate at the termination of the experiment

(shading; negative values indicate accretion) and depth-integrated stream function (contours,

spacing 0.05 Sv; dashed lines where negative).

Figure 3. (left) Domain bathymetry (contours; 50m isolines) and sensitivity of spatially-

integrated melt at model termination to bathymetry (shading); value of sensitivity in a cell

indicates gradient of melt with respect to elevation in the cell, where positive (negative) values

indicate regions where raising (lowering) the bottom will increase melt. (right) Comparison of

perturbed objective function (“Forward” |∆J |, in Gt/a melt) with value predicted by linearized

sensitivities (“Adjoint” |∆J |), as described in Section 3.2. Blue markers indicate negative pertur-

bations while black markers indicate positive ones. Small values (less than 10−6 Gt/a) indicate

perturbations scaled by 0.1m and large values (greater than 10−5 Gt/a) indicate perturbations

scaled by 10m. Though the sign of the observed ∆J is not given, it is in all cases the same as the

prediction.
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Figure 4. Perturbed beds (dotted contours) and corresponding perturbed melt rates (shad-

ing) in different regions of high sensitivity in Fig. 3. (a) through (d) correspond to finite pertur-

bations in locations (1) through (4) in Fig. 3(a), respectively. Bathymetric peturbations plotted

with δR=10 (Eqn. 3) and 1m isolines. Isolines of unperturbed melt rates are also shown (solid

where positive, dashed where negative; 100 kg m−2yr−1) spacing).
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Figure 5. (a) The bathymetry of Millan et al. (2017), used in our adjoint experiment. Black

and white shading indicates topography above sea level. X and Y coordinates refer to a Polar

Stereographic projection. The cross marks across Dotson ice shelf front indicate the location of

the velocity profile in (d), where the bottom edge of the transect corresponds to the left edge

of (d). The red contour near the junction of Dotson and Crosson ice shelves indicates where

bathymetry has been modified from Millan et al. (2017) as discussed in Section 4.1. (b) The

barotropic stream function corresponding to the initial steady state of the ocean model (shading),

and ice-shelf topography (contours, 150 m spacing). (c) Under-ice shelf melt rate correspond-

ing to the steady state. (d) Outflow at the opening to the Dotson Ice Shelf cavity cf. Randall-

Goodwin et al. (2015), their Figure 7(a)).
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Figure 6. (a) Sensitivity of total (area-integrated) melt to bathymetry in Dotson-Crosson ex-

periment (shading); interpretation is as in Fig. 3(a). Bathymetry is given by thin black contours

(200 m spacing) and the boundary of the ice shelf by thick contours. Labels indicate regions dis-

cussed in Section 4.2. (b) Time series of melt volume and bathymetric factor sensitivities in our

simulation of Dotson and Crosson ice shelves. The bathymetric factors hf , hs
f and hw

f determine

the proportion of the bottom cell that is fluid filled, in the center, southern face and western face,

respectively. Note sensitivity fields computed from the adjoint model evolve backward in time.

Figure 7. (a) Difference between BedMachine bathymetry and Millan bathymetry within the

ocean model domain. The rectangular region in the bottom left of the figure is due to the Millan

data set not extending to the edge of the domain. (b) The product of this difference and the

sensitivity of melt with respect to bathymetry. The the dashed contour indicates the region in

which Millan bathymetry is replaced by BedMachine bathymetry in the perturbation experiment

described in Section 4.4.
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Figure 8. (a) A cartoon illustration of a potential pathyway of influence from bed elevation

to grounded ice volume. A lowering of bathymetry in the bottom panel relative to the top allows

increased ocean heat flux (red arrows) toward the ice-shelf base, driving melting and thinning.

The loss of ice-shelf buttressing causes increased ice volume flux across the grounding line (black

arrows), and drawdown of grounded ice. “Grounded ice volume” refers only to the loss of ice up-

stream of the grounding line, i.e. to the right of the thin vertical blue line; the direct contribution

to sea levels from loss of ice-shelf volume is negligible. (b) Sensitivity of grounded ice volume

to ice-shelf melt (adapted from Goldberg et al. (2019), their Fig. 3(b)). (c) Sensitivity of the

objective function given by Eqn. (6) to bathymetry. (d) Cell-by-cell correspondence of grounded

volume sensitivity to melt-rate sensitivity.
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